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UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR ECONOMIC AFFAIRS 

WASHINGTON 

December 27, 1985 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. DONALD T. REGAN 
AND VADM JOHN M. POINDEXTER 
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SUBJECT: U.S. Economic Objectives for the 1986 Tokyo Economic 
Summit 

In consultation with the other members of the Sherpa team, 
I have developed the attached paper outlining key U.S. economic 
objectives for the Tokyo Summit. As we believe it likely that 
we will be questioned closely on these issues during the next 
Summit preparatory meeting at the end of January, I would like 
to request a brief meeting with the President sometime in 
January to receive instructions. 

The Secretary will be forwarding his recommendations on 
political objectives as we draw closer to the Summit itself. 

Attachment: As stated. 

~~ 
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DECL: OADR 

Allen Wallis 
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U.S. Economic Objectives for the Tokyo Summit 

The Setting 

The Economic Summits in which President Reagan has 
participated, from Ottawa through Bonn, have produced a growing 
consensus on the central role of individual choice, operating 
within the rule of law , in producing economic prosperity. This 
has been reflected in a remarkably detailed common 
understanding of domestic economic policies which the Summit 
countries must pursue to maximize the chances for sustainable 
growth, both in their own economies and in the rest of the 
world. 

As enumerated in last year's Bonn Economic Declaration, 
these policies are: 

to consolidate and enhance the progress made in 
bringing down inflation; 

to follow prudent, and where necessary strengthened, 
monetary and fiscal policies (with a view toward 
stable prices, lower interest rates, and more 
productive investment), focusing on firm control of 
public spending; 

to remove obstacles to growth and encourage initiative 
and enterprise, while maintaining an appropriate 
"safety net" for those in need; 

to promote greater adaptability and responsiveness in 
all markets , particularly the labor market; 

to encourage training to improve occupational skills, 
particularly for the young; and 

to exploit the opportunities for prosperity and the 
creation of permanent jobs provided by economic change 
and technological progress. 

Economic developments in the Summit countries during 1985, 
and prospects for 1986, are encouraging in many respects . 
Economic activity has strengthened in all Summit countries 
since the beginning of 1985 (with the possible exception of 
Japan). Disparities in real growth rates have narrowed, and 
the contribution of domestic demand components to real growth 
has improved outside the United States. Low inflation rates 
achieved by most participants should be maintained, with 
further convergence toward the best average performance since 
the mid-1960's. 
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However, a number of serious imbalances cloud the outlook 
including structural impediments to employment growth and 

innovation (especially in Europe), unprecedentedly wide (and 
widening) divergences in current account positions, and failure 
in the United States and some other countries to bring public 
expenditure under control. The measures needed to deal with 
each of these problems are increasingly being recognized and 
acted upon -- a process given impetus by U.S.-inspired programs 
of research and policy discussion in international organiza
tions such as the IMF and the OECD. The September 22, 1985 
announcement by the G-5 Finance Ministers and Central Bank 
Governors represented a significant advance in the efforts of 
the major industrial countries to consult and collaborate on 
economic policies. It recognized the progress already achieved 
in pursuing convergence of economic policies and performance, 
provided concrete policy commitments to improve economic 
performance further, and noted the desirability of some 
additional appreciation of non-dollar currencies, given the 
present and prospective changes in economic fundamentals. 

Past Economic Summits have also reflected considerable 
agreement on how best to assist the developing countries in 
coping with the international debt problems and promoting 
sustainable economic growth. The "case-by-case" debt strategy 
endorsed at Williamsburg has succeeded in dealing with 
immediate financial strains and initiating the adjustment 
efforts needed to provide a basis for sustained growth. The 
experiences of developing countries which have avoided external 
debt problems, as well as those of countries which have 
initiated adjustment, have underscored the central role of 
sound domestic policies in the economic development process 
macroeconomic policy discipline, flexible and market-oriented 
microeconomic policies, and an openness to foreign trade and 
investment. 

Given a moderately favorable international environment, it 
would appear possible for the LDC's as a group to make 
significant further progress in structural adjustment and to 
achieve more rapid economic growth. To facilitate this, the 
U.S. has proposed a "Program for Sustained Growth" to 
strengthen the international debt strategy through adoption of 
growth-oriented macroeconomic and structural policy measures in 
troubled debtor countries. We are seeking the support of our 
key allies, and of the broader international community, for a 
program of comprehensive economic reform in the principal 
troubled debtor nations, supported by an expansion of 
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policy-based lending by the IBRD and a prudent increase in 
commercial bank lending to countries willing to undertake 
adjustment measures. We also propose a joint IMF/World Bank 
approach using IMF Trust Fund reflows, supplemented by World 
Bank and bilateral funding, to assist the poorest developing 
countries (located primarily in Sub-Saharan Africa). 

Protectionist pressures pose a growing threat, both to the 
LDC adjustment process and to continued growth in the 
industrial world. Dollar depreciation, coupled with changes in 
relative cyclical positions, will reduce the U. S. trade 
deficit in the corning months and thereby help to moderate such 
pressures in the United States. In the interim it will be 
essential to make continued progress in dismantling unfair 
foreign trade practices and liberalizing trade in order to hold 
protectionism at bay. In addition, trade liberalization would 
greatly benefit the U.S. and the global economy. The most 
comprehensive and constructive approach would be timely 
initiation of a new round of multilateral trade negotiations, 
but the United States and like-minded countries have faced 
strong resistance at each step along the way to a new round in 
the GATT. 

U.S. Economic Objectives and Strategy 

1. Organize Summit economic discussions (and preparatory 
process) around the theme of "Economic Freedom: the Key to 
Prosperity." The focus in all areas of economic discussion 
should be on ways to unleash the energy and creativity of the 
individual, particularly the removal of governmentally-imposed 
barriers to structural adjustment and innovation. 

2. Reaffirm the soundness of previously-agreed strategies 
for domestic economic policy in Summit countries, and obtain 
commitments to redoubled efforts to remove unnecessary 
government regulation and to reduce structural rigidities in 
labor and capital markets. 

Manage the structural adjustment exercise in the OECD 
so as to lead to a Ministerial decision (which the 
Summit would endorse) for continuing research and 
policy discussion of factors influencing growth, job 
creation and adjustment. 

The Summit should note progress in following-up the 
G-5 announcement, and subsequent improvements in 

COMFIDENCFf-:i!rL 
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economic convergence, exchange rates, and prospects 
for external balances. 

Depending on the outcome of the April 9-10 Interim 
Committee discussion, of the G-10 and G-24 reports on 
the functioning of the international monetary system, 
the Summit could either note or endorse the 
Committee's conclusions. 

3. During the run-up to the Summit, ensure that visible 
progress is being made on all fronts to manage trade tensions 
and strengthen the international trading system. Take full 
advantage of opportunities to open markets and eliminate unfair 
trading practices abroad. 

Summit leaders would endorse September, 1986 GATT 
Ministerial which will launch the new trade round, 
pledge their full support and best efforts toward its 
successful conclusion, and reaffirm the benefits of 
open markets. Depending on the state of preparations, 
we may want to have the Summit urge a successful 
conclusion to the Preparatory Committee's work, in 
line with the U.S. goal of including services in the 
new round. 

During the preparatory process, note Japanese progress 
on financial market liberalization, MOSS talks, and 
other related issues, paying particular attention to 
any Spring 1986 initiatives to restructure the 
Japanese economy; while pressing firmly for continued 
efforts in Japan (and elsewhere). 

4. Expand the dialogue with key LDC's on the development 
process, to enhance understanding of the central role of 
market-oriented domestic policies operating in a framework of 
open international trade and investment. Build on these 
countries' own growing awareness that the private sector is the 
source of economic growth, not governments. 

Seek Summit endorsement of U.S. "Program for Sustained 
Growth" to promote structural adjustment and growth in 
troubled developing countries through adoption of 
comprehensive economic programs, supported by an 
increase in policy-based lending by the IBRD, and a 
prudent increase in commercial bank lending to 
countries willing to adjust. 

-GONFIDEN'PIM 
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Induce other Summit countries, as the largest members 
of these international institutions, to use their 
voices and votes to help build momentum for 
modifications in the lending policies of the IMF and 
IBRD. 

Emphasize the crucial role of growth and open markets 
in Summit countries in coping with debt problems and 
promoting growth in developing countries. The U.S. 
has so far carried almost the entire burden; it is 
time for our Summit partners to do their share. 

The Summit could also endorse, as appropriate, 
conclusions of the April Interim Committee meeting on 
the use of IMF Trust Fund reflows to promote 
comprehensive reforms in the poorest countries, 
supplemented by World Bank and bilateral financing. 

5. The Summit would also note progress since Bonn in other 
areas of special concern which will not require detailed 
review: 

Africa famine relief. 
Cooperation on technology, environment . 
Manned space station • 
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UNDER SECR~TARV OF STATE 

FOR !'.CONOMIC AFFAIPCS 

WASHINGTON 

December 27, 1985 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. DONALD T. REGAN 
AND VADM JOHN M. POINDEXTER 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

SUBJECT: U.S. Economic Objectives for the 1986 Tokyo Economic 
SUZll.llli t 

In consultation with the other members of the Sherpa team, 
I have developed the attached paper outlining key u.s. economic 
objectives for the Tokyo Summit. As we believe it likely that 
we will be questioned closely on the•e iaaues during the next 
Summit preparatory meeting at the end of January. I would like 
to request a brief meeting with the President sometime in 
January to receive inatructions. 

The Secretary will be forwarding his recommendation• on 
political objectives aa we draw closer to the Sum~it itself. 

Attachment• As stated. 
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U.S. Economic Objectives for the Tokyo Summit 

The Setting 

The Economic Summit• in which Preeident Reagan has 
participated, from Ottawa through Bonn, have produced a growing 
consensu• on the central role of individual choice, operating 
within the rule of law, in producing economic prosperity. This 
has been reflected in a remarkably detailed common 
understanding of domestic economic policies which the Summit 
countrie• muat pursue to maximi~e the chances for •uatainable 
growth, both in their own economies and in thereat of the 
world. 

As enumerated in last year's Bonn Economic Declaration, 
these policies are: 

to consolidate and enhance the progress made in 
bringing down inflation; 

to follow prudent, and where necessary strengthened, 
monetary and fi•cal policies (with a view toward 
1table pricea, lower intere•t rates, and more 
productive investment), focu•ing on firm control of 
public spending; 

to remove obetacles to growth and encourage initiative 
and enterprise, while maintaining an appropriate 
"safety net" for those in need; 

to promote greater adaptability and responsiveness in 
all markets, particularly the labor market: 

to encourage training to improve occupational skills, // 
particularly for the youngr and _/ 

to exploit the opportunities for prosperity and the 
creation of permanent jobs provided by economic change 
and technological progress. 

Economic developments in the Summit countries during 1985, 
and prospect• for 1986, are encouraging in many respects. 
Economic activity has ~trengthened in all Summit countries 
since the beginning of 1985 (with the possible exception of 
Japan). Diaparities in real growth rates have narrowed, and 
the contribution of domestic demand components to real growth 
has improved outside the United States. Low intlation rates 
achieved by moet participants should be maintained, with 
further convergence toward the best average performance since 
the mid-1960's. 

~ 
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However, a number ot serioue imbalances cloud the outlook 
-~ including structural impediments to employment growth and 
innovation <••pecially in Europe), unpreoedentedly wide (and 
widening} divergences in current account positions, and failure 
in the United States and some other countries to bring public 
expenditure under control, The measures needed to deal with 
each of the■e problems are increasingly being recognized and 
acted upon -- a proce•e given i~petus by u.s.-inspired programs 
of research and policy di•cu•eion in international organiza
tions such aa the IMF and the CECO. The September 22, 1985 
announcement by the G-5 Finance Ministers and Central Bank 
Governors represented a aigniticant advance in the efforts of 
the major industrial countries to con•ult and collaborate on 
economic policies. It recognized the progress already achieved 
in pur•uing convergence of economic policies and performance, 
provided concrete policy commitments to improve economic 
performance further, and noted the desirability of some 
additional appreciation of non-dollar currencies, given the 
present and prospective changes in economic fundamentals. 

Past Economic Summits have also reflected consiaerable 
agreement on how best to aa•ist the developing countri•• in 
coping with the international debt problems and promoting 
sustainable economic growth. The "ea•e-by-case" debt strategy 
endorsed at Williamsburg has succeeded in dealing with 
immediate financial strains and initiating the adju•tment 
efforts needed to provide a basis for sustained growth. The 
experiences of developing countrie• which have avoided external 
debt problems, as well a• those of countries which have 
initiated adjustment, have underscor•d the central role of / 

/ 

sound domestic policies in the economic development process-~ / 
macroeconomic policy di ■cipline, flexible and market~oriented" 
microeconomic policie•, and an openness to foreign trade and 
investment. 

Given a moderately favorable international environ~ent, it 
would appear possible for the LDC's aa a group to make 
significant further progreea in structural adjustment and to 
achieve more rapid economic growth. To facilitate thi•, the 
U.S. hal!I proposed a "Program for Suatained Growth" to 
strengthen the international debt strategy through adoption of 
growth-oriented ~acroeconomic and structural policy m~asures in 
troubled debtor countries. We are seeking the support of our 
key allies, and of the broader international community, for a 
program of comprehensive economic reform in the principal 
troubled debtor nations, supported by an expansion of 
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policy-ba•ed lending by the IBRD and a prudent increaae in 
commercial bank lending to countries willing to undertake 
adjustment measures. We al•o propose a joint IMF/World Bank 
approach uaing IMF Truat Fund reflowa, 1upplemented by World 
Bank and bilateral funding, to assist the poorest developing 
countries (located primarily in Sub-Saharan Africa). 

Protectioni•t pre••uree pose a growing threat, both to the 
LDC adju•tment proces• and to continued growth in the 
industrial world. Dollar depreciation, coupled with changes in 
relative cyclical positiona, will reduce the u. s. trade 
deficit in the coming months and thereby help to moderate such 
pressure■ in the United States. In the interim it will b• 
essential to make continued progress in dismantling unfair 
foreign trade practice• and liberalizing trade in order to hold 
protectioni•m at bay. In addition, trade liberalization would 
greatly benefit the U.S. and the global economy. The most 
comprehenaive and constructive approach would be timely 
initiation of a new round of multilateral trade negotiations, 
but the United States and like-minded countries have faced 
strong resistance at each step along the way to a new round in 
the GATT. 

U.S. Economic Objectives and Strateg~ 

l. Organize Summit economic di ■cu1sions (and preparatory 
process) around the theme of "Economic Freedom: the Key to 
Prosperity." The focu1 in all areas of economic diacue■ion 
should be on ways to unleash the energy and creativity of the 
individual, particularly the removal of governmentally-imposed // 
barriers to structural adjustment and innovation. ,,/; 

2. Reaffirm the 1oundness of previously-agreed 5trategies 
for domestic economic policy in Summit countries, and obtain 
commitments to redoubled efforts to remove unneces ■ary 
government regulation and to reduce structural rigidities in 
labor and capital markets. 

Manage the structural adjust~ent exercise in the OECD 
so as to lead to a Ministerial decision (which the 
Summit would endorse) for continuing research and 
policy discussion of factors influencing growth, job 
creation and adjustment. 

The Summit should note progreea in following-up the 
G-5 announcement, and subsequent improvements in 

GO)TFIDENT-H>.L 
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economic convergence, exchange rates, and prospects 
for external balances. 

-- Depending on the outcome of the April 9-10 Interim 
Committee discussion, of the G-lO and G-24 reports on 
the functioning of the international monetary •yetem, 
the Summit could either note or endorse the 
Committee's conclusions. 

3. During the run-up to the Summit, ensure that visible 
progress is being made on all tronte to manage trade ten•ions 
and strengthen the international trading 1ystem. Take full 
advantage ot opportunities to open markets and eliminate unfair 
trading practices abroad. 

Summit leader• would endorse September, 1986 GAT'l' 
Ministerial which will launch the new trade round, 
pledge their full aupport and best efforts toward its 
successful conclusion, and reaffir~ the benefit• of 
open markets. Depending on the state of p~ep4rations, 
we may want to have the Summit urge a succ•••ful 
conclusion to the Preparatory Committee's work, in 
line with the U.S. goal of including services in the 
new round. 

During the preparatory proces•, note Japanese progress 
on financial market liberalization, MOSS talk•, and 
other related issues, paying particular attention to 
any Spring 1986 initiative• to re1tructure the 
Japanese economy, while pres•ing firmly for continued 
efforts in Japan (~nd elsewhere). 

4. Expand the dialogue with key LDC's on the develop~ent 
process, to enhance understanding of the central role of 
market-oriented domestic policies operating in a fram•work of 
open international trade and investment. Build on these 
countries' own growing awareness that the private sector is the 
source of econo~ic growth, not government&. 

Seek Summit endorsement of U.S. »program for Sustained 
Growth" to promote structural adjustment and growth in 
troubled developing countrie• through adoption of 
comprehensive econo~ic program•, supported by an 
increase in policy-based lending by the IBRD, and a 
prudent increase in commercial c~nk lending to 
countries willing to adjust. 
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Induce other summit countriea, aa the largeat members 
of these international institutions, to u•e their 
voices and vote• to help build momentum for 
modifications in the lending policies of the IMF and 
IBRD. 

Emphasize the crucial role of growth and open markets 
in Summit countriea in coping with debt problem• and 
promoting growth in developing countries. The U.S. 
has so far carried almost the entire burden; it is 
time for our Summit partner• to do their share. 

The Summit could alao endor ■e, G■ appropriate. 
conclusions of the April Interim Com~ittee meeting on 
the use of IMF Tru•t Fund reflows to promote 
comprehensive reforms in the pooreat countries, 
supplemented by World Bank and bilateral financing. 

5. The Summit would alao note progre■ s since Bonn in other 
areas of special concern which will not require detailed 
review: 

Africa famine relief. 
Cooperation on technology, environment. 
Manned space station • 

.a,oNFIOENTIAI,, 
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WASHINGTON 

Dece1nber 27, 1985 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. DONALD T. REGAN 
AND VADH JOHN M. POINDEXTER 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

SUBJECT: U.S. Economic Objectives for the 198& Tokyo Economic 
Summit 

In conaultation with the other member• of the Sherpa team, 
I have developed the attached paper outlining ke U.S. eco c 
objectives for the Tokyo Sumllit. As we believe it likely that 

\

we wi ll be questioned closely on these issues during the next 
Summit preparatory meeting at the end of January, I would like 
to request a brief meeting with the President eolletille in 
January to receive instructions. 

The Secretary will be forwarding his recommendations on 
political objectives as we draw closer to the Summit itself. 

~~ 
Allen Wallis 

Attachment: As stated. 
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The Setting 

The Economic Sum~it& in which President Reagan has 
participated, from Ottawa through Bonn, have producen a growing 
consenbus on the ce o d 
w i th i n the r u l e o f l aw i n rod u c i n c 12,LO.S,QJ: t i .1¥ . 

as been reflected in a re~arkably detailed common 
understanding of do~estic econo~ic policies which the Su~mit 
countries must pursue to maximize the chances for •ustainable 
growth, both in their own economies and in the rest of the 
world. 

As enu~erated in last year'• Bonn Economic Declaration, 
these policies arez 

to consolidate and enhance the progress made in 
bringing down inflation: 

to follow rudent, and where necessary atren thened, 
mon 1eca c es wt a view toward 
• a s, ow eres rates . and more 
pr uc i ve i nvestment , focusing on firm control of 
pu b l ic spending: 

to remove obstacles to growth and encourage initiative 
and enterprise, while maintaining an appropriate 
·safety net• for those in need: 

to promote greater adaptability and responsiveness in 
all markets, particularly the labor market: 

to encourage training to i~prove occupational skills, 
particularly for the young: and 

to exploit the opportunities for prosperity and the 
creation of permanent jobs provided by economic change 
and technological progress. 

F.cono~ic developments in the Summit countries during 1985, 
and prospects for 1986, are encouraging in ~any respects. 
Economic activ t has stren _ ·n all Summ · ntr · e 
s1 the · · (with the possible excep tion of 
Ja rowth rates have narrowed, a nd 
th demand com nents to real rowth 
has imp roved outside the United S t ates. Low inflation rates 
achieved by most participants should be ~aintained, with 
further co~vergence toward the best average performance since 
the mid-1960's. 
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However, a number of seriou6 i~halances the outlook 
inc l uding st ructu r al i,.m~ d. nts to ...,.,.......,_ g,rowth ond_ 

innovation (es eciall~ in Euro c u P- wide (a 
w1 cning divergences in current account poEitionP . and failure 
in the Un i ted States and some other countries to bring public 
expenditure under control. The aeasures needed to deal with 
each of these problems are increaeingly being recognized and 
acted upon -- a process given iapetus by U.S.-inspired programs 
of research and policy discussion in international organiza
tion6 such as the IMF and t he OECD. The Sep tember 22, 1985 

ll
announceaent by the G-S Finance Hiniatera and Central Bank 
Governors re resented a ai nif1cant advance i n t h e efforts of 
t e ma or induetrial countriee to consult and collaborate AD 
economic ol es. It recognized the pr09ress already achieved 

· in pursuing convergence of econo~ic p0licie~ an~ perfor~ancc, 
provided concrete policy commitment• to improve economic 
performance further, and noted the deeirability of aome 
additional appreciation of non-dollar currencies, given the 
present and prospective changes in economic fundaaentale. 

Past Economic Su~mits have alao reflected considerable 
agreement on how best to assist the developing countries in 
coping with the international debt problems and pro~oti ns 
sustainable econom i c growth. The - c ase-by-case" debt atrategy 
endorsed at Williamsburg has succeeded in dealing with 
immediate financial etrains and initiatin the adj ustment 
e ors nee e to p rovide a basis for sustained growth. The 
experiences of developing countries which have avoided external 
debt problems, as well as those of countries which have 
initiated adjustaent, have underecored the central role of 
aound do~estic policies in the economic development process 
macroecono~ic policy discipline, flexible and market-oriented 
~icroeconoEic policies, and an openness to foreign trade and 
investment. 

1 environment, it 
would a ear ossible a p to make 
si g nificant further progress in structural adjust~ent and to 
achieve more rap10 economic growth . To facilitate this, the 
U.S. has proposed a "~ rogra~ or Sustained Growth" to 

ll strengthen the international debt strategy through adoption of 
growth-oriented macroeconomic and structural policy measures in 
troubled debtor countries. We are eeekin the eupport of our 
key alliee, and of the broader international commun t y , or a 

ro ram of com rehensive conomic refor~ in the principal 
troubled debtor nations, supported by an expansion o 
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policy -based lending by the 
co111111crcial bank lend1 
_qJ.ust111ent ~e>asur,,es. We also propose a ·oint IMF o 
ae roach us1n IMF Tr ws, supple~ented by World 
Ban~ and bilateral funding, to assist the poorest developing 
countries (located primarily in Sub-Saharan Africa). 

reasures threat both to the 
LDC ad ustment rocess and to c g r owth i n the 
nduatrial world. Dollar depreciation, coupled with changes in 

relative cyclical positions, will reduce the U.S. trade 
deficit in the coming months and there~y help to moderate auch 
pressure■ in the United States. In the interim it will be 
essential to aake continued progress in dismantling unfair 

l\foreign tra~e practiceF and liberali~ ing trade in order to hold 
rotectioniam at bay. In addition, trade liberali~ation would 

greatly benefit the U.S. and the global econo~y. The most 
comprehenaive and constructive approach would be timely 
initiation of a new round of multilateral trade negotiations, 
but the United States and like-minded countries have faced 
atrong resistance at each atep along the way to a new round in 
the GATT. 

U.S. Economic Objectives and Strategy 

l. Organi~e Summit economic discussions (and preparatory 
process) around the the111e of •Economic Fre edo111: 1he Key to 
Pros perit y .• The focus in all areas of econo111ic discussion 
should be on ways to unleash the energy and creativity of the 
individual, particularly the removal of governmentally-imposed 
barriers to structural adjustment and innovation. 

2. Reaffirm the soundness of previously-agreed strategies 
for domestic economic policy in Summit countries, and obtain 
commitments to redoubled efforts to re~ove unnecessary 
government regulation and to reduce atructural rigidities in 
labor and capital markets. 

Manage the structural adjust~cnt exercise in the OECD 
so as to lead to a Ministerial decision (which the 
Summit would endorse) for continuing research and 
policy discussion of factors influencing growth, job 
creation and adjustment. 

The Summit should note progress in following-up the 
G-5 announcement, and subsequent improvements in 
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economic convergence, exchange rates, and prospects 
for external balances. 

Depending on the outcome of the April 9-10 Interim 
Committee diecuaaion, of the G-10 and G-24 report• on 
the functioning of the international monetary eystem, 
the Summit could either note or endoree the 
Committee'• conclusions. 

3. Durin the run-u to the Summit ensure that visible 
progrese i• being aade on all front• to manage trade teneions 
an a ren en t e nternational tradin • stem. Take full 
advantage of opportunities to open markets and eliminate unfair 
trading practices abroad. 

Summit leaders would endorse Se tember, 1986 GATT 
Mi n 1 st er i a l wh i c w i 11 l a..unc.ll_ t.he-n~ew t r.ad.e-i--o-u.nd , 
Rl edge tb~ir full support and best effort• toward its 
■ ucceeaful conclusion, and reaffir• the benefit ■ of 
open aarkets. Depending on the etate of preparations, 
we aay want to have the Summit urge a successful 
conclusion to the Preparatory Co~~ittee's work, in 
line with the U.S. goal of including services in the 
new round. 

During the preparatory process, note Japanese progress 
on financial aarket liberaliEation, MOSS talks, and 
other related issues, paying particular attention to 
any Spring 1986 initiatives to restructure the 
Japanese economy: while pressing firmly for continued 
effort• in Japan (and eleewhere). 

4. Expand the dialogue with key LDC'• on the development 
process, to enhance understanding of the central role of 
market-oriented domestic policies operating in a framework of 
open international trade and investment. Build on these 
countries' own growing awareness that the private sector is the 
source of economic growth, not govern~ents. 

Seek Summit endorsement of U.S. •Program for Sustained 
Growth• to pro~ote structural adjustment and growth in 
troubled developing countries through adoption of 
compreheneive economic programs. •upported by an 
increase in policy-baaed lending by the IBRD, and a 
prudent increase in com~ercial ba~k lending to 
countries willing to adjust. 

SQNFU>ENTIAL 



Induce other Summit countries, as the largest 
of these international institut se 
voices and votes to hel p build momentum foi. 
modifications in the lendin olicies of the 
IBRD. 

11emhers 

lM nd 

Emphasize the crucial role of growth and open markets 
in Summit countries in coping with debt proble11s and 
pro11oting growth in developing countries. The U.S. 
has so far carried almost the entire burden: it is 
time for our Summit partners to do their share. 

The Summit could also endorse, as appropriate, 
conclusions of the April lnterim Co11mittee meeting on 
the use of IMF Trust Fund reflows to promote 
comprehensive reforms in the poorest countries, 
supplemented by World Bank and bilateral financing. 

S. The Summit would alao note progress aince Bonn in other 
areas of apecial concern which will not require detailed 
reviews 

Africa famine relief. 
Cooperation on technol 
Manne apace station. 

, enviro ment. 
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ACTION 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 
WASHINGTON, D.C . 20506 

931 

February 4 , 1986 

JOHN M. POINDE~ TER 
DONALD R. FORTIER 

STEPHEN I . D~ ZA Y 

r ?JtP,tJ/-/b7 
/ ~?J&t:6 ;/o:l,. 

k / . . f . To yo E~~1:2,!- c Summit: Request or Meeting 

t,-
I would like to request a meeting with you both sometime 
before Friday of this week in order to review preparations 
for the Tokyo Economic Summit . 

The preparation process is moving into high gear. On Friday 
there will be a third meeting of the Summit White House 
Working Group (which Don should attend) to review progress 
to date and the outcome of the Hawaii Sherpa meeting (1 p.m., 
Situation Room). Following this, a Summit White House Group 
meeting will be scheduled (to be chaired by Don Regan and 
John), for a final review of the Administration ' s Summit 
s t rategy. 

It is essential that we meet to fully coordinate NSC partici
pation in the Summit process, and to prepare for the upcoming 
White House planning meetings . All indications are that the 
NSC will take a leading role in this year's Summit. Included 
in our meeting would be Rod McDaniel, Johnathan Miller , 
Gaston Sigur and Alix Platt. 

Note: I also request five minutes at the conclusion of the 
meeting with both of you and Rod McDaniel to discuss the 
staffing situation in the economics directorate, which must 
be resolved. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That you both agree to meet with me and the above listed 
people some time ~before Friday to discuss preparations for 
the Tokyo Econ mic Summit. 

I 

Approve ¼i_ Disapprove 

That you both agree to meet with me and Rod McDaniel for 
five minutes attt the conclusion of the meeting to discuss the 
staffing situ ~on in the economics directorate. 

Approve Disapprove 






































